We extend the normal transport model to include the medium effect on pions by treating them as quasiparticles. The property of the quasipion is determined using the delta-hole model. Modeling heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies with the new transport equations, we find that it leads to an enhanced production of pions with low kinetic energies. This gives a plausible explanation for the observed enhancement of soft pions in the Bevalac experiments. PACS number(s): 25.75.+r
I. INTRODUCTION
Pion production from heavy-ion collisions has been studied extensively in the past.
Early studies were based on the intranuclear cascade model [1, 2]. More recently, the transport model that takes into account both nucleon-nucleon collisions and the nuclear mean-field potential (normally called the Ulasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck or Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck model [3] ) have been extended to include the pion degree of freedom [4 -7] . In these studies, the pion is produced from delta decay and can be absorbed by a nucleon via the process 4 +-+ ¹r, which is responsible for the collision term in the transport equation for the pion [8] . In deriving the transport equation, the pion collision term is obtained from the imaginary part of its self-energy. In nuclear medium, the pion self-energy is modified by the strong p-wave pionnucleon interaction. This not only afFects the production and absorption of the pion but also leads to a nonvanishing real part of the pion self-energy. The latter contributes to the mean-field potential for the pion so it will not propagate as a free particle as usually assumed in the transport model and used extensively in the literature.
On the other hand, the pion self-energy in the nuclear medium has been studied before in the delta-hole model [9, 10] . It has been found that the in-medium pion dispersion relation consists of a lower pion branch and an upper delta-hole branch and that the pion branch becomes softened in the matter. The softened pion dispersion relation in the nuclear medium has been shown to lead to enhanced nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section [11 -13] .
The pion dynamics in dense matter can be studied via dilepton production from pion-pion annihilation [14 -16] . With a softened pion spectrum in the medium, an enhanced production of dileptons with invariant masses around twice the pion mass has been predicted. The change of pion property in the medium also affects the *Present address: Department of Physics, State University of New York, Stony Brook, NY 11794.
property of the rho meson [17] which can be investigated from the dilepton invariant mass spectrum as well. Experiments are being carried out at the Bevalac by the DLS Collaboration [18 -20] and are also planned at SIS [21] to test these predictions.
Another interesting phenomenon about pions in heavyion collisions is the enhancement of low energy pions that has been observed in experiments carried out at Bevalac [22] , the Brookhaven AGS [23] , and CERN [24, 25]. Three suggestions have been proposed to explain this enhancement. One is that the low-energy pions are mostly produced from delta decays at the later stage of the collision [7] . In another explanation [26, 27] 
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The pion dispersion relation is modified in the nuclear medium because of the strong p-wave pion-nucleon interaction. This has been studied before [9, 10] but for completeness we shall describe it briefly. The self-energy of a pion with energy u and momentum k due to the 4-hole polarization is shown in Fig. 1 and is given by persion relation in free space while the curve labeled by aR is the energy of the 6-hole state as given by Eq. (2). The vrNA interaction mixes the pion with the 4-hole state and leads to two branches of eigenstates. They are normally called the pion branch and the 6-hole branch and are shown by those curves in the lower and upper parts of the figure, respectively, for different nuclear matter densities. We see that the pion branch becomes softened as the nuclear matter density increases. In particular, the pion spectrum given by the pion branch shows a minimum once the nuclear density is higher than four times the normal density. On the other hand, the 4-hole branch becomes stiffer when its coupling to the pion is taken into account.
Both pion and 4-hole branches consist of the pion component. At a given momentum k, the probability S(k, p~) that a state in Fig. 2 is a pion can be determined from the residue of the pion propagator, i.e. ,
The pion dispersion relation in the medium is thus given 
The summation in Eq. {6) is over the pion component in both the pion and delta-hole branches. A delta in the nuclear medium can decay to either one of the two branches of the pion spectrum, and its total width is iven by the sum of the two partial widths.
The invariant matrix element for delta decay to a nucleon and a pion in the delta rest frame is the total width. The partial decay width to the delta-hole branch, given by the top panel of Fig. 4 , becomes nonzero above a threshold delta mass which increases with nuc ear due to the stifFening of the delta-hole branch in of the ion the nuclear medium. Since the probability o e pion component in the delta-hole branch becomes larger with 2 Tr [Pi'"(p~) PN(pN)]k"k, (7) 4(m j were~,~an h P P and k are the four-momenta of the delta, 
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This expression needs to be corrected by the vertex correction due to the delta-hole polarization [29] and the result is mNmĨ n Fig. 4 , we show as a function of delta mass the partial decay widths of a delta in the nuclear medium to the ' branch and the delta-hole branch, and also increasing pion momentum (see Fig. 3 ), the partial decay width to the delta-hole branch is seen to increase with the delta mass.
For deltas with small masses, they can only decay to the pion branch because of energy-momentum conservation. As seen in the middle panel of Fig. 4 , the partial decay width of these deltas to the pion branch is enhanced at higher densities as a result of the softening of the pion branch with increasing nuclear density. As the delta mass becomes larger, both the decay matrix element and phase space increase because of the increasing pion momentum. The probability of the pion component in the pion branch decreases, however, with the pion momentum (see Fig. 3 ), and the resulting delta partial decay width to a pion turns out almost independent of the delta mass.
The total delta width, given by the sum of the two partial widths and shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 , is thus enhanced in dense nuclear medium for small delta masses and reduced for medium delta masses. For large delta masses it remains almost unchanged from its width in free space shown by the solid curve.
In calculating the delta width, we do not include the decay of delta into the delta-hole state as this effect has already been included in the collision term of the transport model via the process N6 -+ NA, except that its cross section is assumed to be similar to the NN~NN cross section in free space. In more realistic studies, one needs to include the medium effect on these cross sections as well [12, 13] .
IV. PION DYNAMICS IN THE NUCLEAR MEDIUM
k*=k -ko and u*=u -u, (15) so the quasipion satisfies the dispersion relation (k -ka)'+ m, '+ u, which is similar to that of a free particle. In the above, ma is the effective pion mass in the medium. In this way, a quasipion moves like a relativistic particle with the group velocity determined by the efFective momentum and energy, 0.20 The three parameters ka, u, and mc are density dependent and are determined from fitting the true pion dispersion relation in Fig. 2 . We find that the above parametrization of the pion dispersion relation is satisfactory for densities up to three times normal nuclear density and for pion momentum up to four times the pion mass. Both are sufficient for heavy ion collisions at energies around I GeV/nucleon. The three parameters are plotted in Fig. 5 for both the pion branch (solid curves) and the delta-hole branch (dashed curves).
The velocity of the center-of-mass frame for the quasipion and the nucleon is then determined by the effective pion energy and momentum, i.e. , P = (k' + Piv)/(u' + Eiv ), where k' has the same direction as k as the nuclear medium is assumed to be locally isotropic. The energy and momentum conservation in the scattering is, however, governed by the real energy and momentum of the Pions are created from delta decays in the transport model. Since the delta is treated as an unpolarized par ticle in the model, both pion and nucleon are emitted isotopically in its rest frame. For a delta of mass m& and momentum p~, the momentum of the pion k can be found from the relation (p~-k)&+ m~+~(k, p) m~+ p~. (12) o.e
To treat the propagation of a quasipion, we use the test particle method as in the normal transport model. Then the motion of the test particle is governed by the classical equations of motion, i.e. , 
0.8 0. 8 A quasipion can be absorbed by a nucleon to form a delta and destroyed through the process NA~NN. To check the condition of a collision involving a quasipion with a nucleon, we need to transform the two particles to their center-of-mass frame and find the closest point of approach as in the normal transport model [3] . To carry out this transformation conveniently, we introduce the effective pion momentum k* and energy u*, The mass of a delta from a pion-nucleon scattering is calculated from the invariant mass of the pion-nucleon system, i.e. , (18) x10 x10 U/nucleon Since a quasipion can sometimes have a momentum that is larger than its energy, the resulting delta mass can be, although with a very small probability, smaller than the sum of the nucleon and pion masses. If the real part of the delta self-energy in the nuclear medium is also included in the transport model, then the mass of these low-mass deltas would increase with decreasing density and becomes larger than m~+ m when the system freezes out. Since we have not included this effect in the present study, we do not allow in the transport model the formation of deltas with mass less than miv + m .
For both low and high energy quasipions, their pion component is large and will eventually become free pions as the nuclear density decreases. However, for some intermediate energy pions, the delta-hole component dominates. These quasipions will approach the free delta-hole state as the nuclear density decreases and cannot materialize as free pions. Since there is no delta-hole state at zero density, these particles are thus unphysical. This difficulty will. not appear in a more complete theory which takes into account the damping of the delta-hole states in nuclear matter. Then, these delta-hole-like quasipions will be either absorbed by the nuclear medium or make transitions to the pionlike states. Since only a very small fraction of the quasipions are delta-hole-like, we have not attempted to carry out such a calculation. Instead, we simply put these delta-hole-like quasipions on shell at freeze out by changing their momenta but keeping their energies the same.
V. THE PION SPECTRUM
We have applied the transport model, with and without the medium eKect, to calculate the pion spectrum from La+La collision at 1.35 GeV/nucleon. In the calculation, we have incorporated the correct treatment of the detailed balance relation [30] for the process NN~NA by taking into account the finite delta width. This modification turns out to be significant in increasing the delta absorption and reducing thus the final pion yield.
For comparison with the experimental data [22] feet of the imaginary part of the pion self-energy on its real part needs to be included. As shown in [13, 29] , this would lead to the disappearance of the delta-hole branch and the broadening of the pion branch. We expect that it would smooth out the pion spectrum obtained in the present study and lead to a better agreement with the experimental data. It is worthwhile to point out that due to more 6~Nvr reactions in the quasipion transport model, the final pion spectrum is more isotropic than that in the normal transport model. The number of pions in the transverse direction shown in Fig. 6 is thus larger in the transport model with quasipions than with free pions.
Finally we show in Fig. 7 the time dependence of the nuclear density in the central region as well as the evoluBecause of the strong p-wave pion-nucleon interaction, the pion dispersion relation in dense matter is modified. Treating pions as quasiparticles, we have generalized the normal transport model to take into account via the local-density approximation the medium effects, which modify the pion kinetics, delta decay width, pion creation, and pion annihilation.
Applying this model to heavy-ion collisions, we find that the inclusion of the medium effects on pion dynamics leads to enhanced production of low energy pions and can account for the soft pion puzzle observed in heavy-ion experiments. In this model, the three eKects on soft pion production, delta decay, finite pion chemical potential, and the in-medium pion dispersion relation, are all included. The new transport model with quasipions thus provides a unified description of the pion dynamics in the nuclear medium.
